Re-orienting your home

all it takes is a small shift

Current situation
Most homes dump all waste together in one bag before throwing it out of the house.

The shift required
In order to begin composting, you will have to separate your organic waste from the rest. Using two separate containers helps get into the habit of segregation.

Making a deeper shift - you could begin separating other kinds of household waste. Hang on! - before you crumble a used envelope or chuck an empty pickle bottle... can you reuse it, or sell it to your local rag collector?

Stop throwing these away!
Find someone who can recycle these for you in your neighbourhood...

- Paper, newspaper
- Old envelopes, paper bags
- Plastic bags
- Glass, PET, plastic bottles
- Takeaway containers
- Old clothes
- Cardboard cartons, shoe boxes
- Tin & aluminium cans

Daily Dump
Contact at home

2992, 12A Main, HAL 2nd Stage, Bangalore 560 028
Phone: + 91 80 41152288, Mobile: + 91 99164 26661
Email: dailydumpcompost@gmail.com